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Green Oils

BIZOL Green Oils

100% GERMAN QUALITY

AGAIN
ST M

OTOR STRESS

Manufacturing is done in accordance with ISO 14001:2009 and 

DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 requirements. A German quality assurance 

process guarantees consistent high quality BIZOL products.

100% GERMAN LUBRICATION

Why CUSTOMERS in 5 CONTINENTS 

choose BIZOL to IMPROVE their 

PERSONAL SAFETY

Thank you for choosing BIZOL. 

BIZOL Green Oil provides you with 

maintenance costs, reducing repair costs and increasing the 

By choosing BIZOL German quality products you are reducing 

the amount of and motor oil that your vehicle 

needs:  a way to save resources.

“improve your ”. 

With BIZOL Green Oil you can improve your feeling of 

quality 

standards.

and have one thing less to worry about your car or vehicle.



Green Oils Green OilsGreen Oils

BIZOL Green Oil’s innovative additive package combats motor 

oil degradation and viscosity breakdown which can occur while 

motors are idle in city traffic. 

MAINTAINS the DRIVER’s SAFETY 

TECHNICALLY, FINANCIALLY and 

EMOTIONALLY
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BIZOL Green Oil 10W-40

This universal motor oil has strong 

anti-wear properties which enhance 

gasoline 

and diesel motors in heavy

conditions.
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BIZOL Green Oil Diesel 10W-40

This motor oil for 
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International research has shown that  

ence increased levels of stress. Also your motor  stress 

and your motors oil ages more quickly in city traffic. Motor stress 

can be cured with high quality motor oil.

Research* in Germany has shown that 

on the road operates with motor oil which is not protecting the 

motor

the motor temperature remains steady. Internal motor parts are 

 causing the internal motor parts 

and the motor oil to wear down more quickly

chance of

* IBM 2011 Commuters Pain Survey

* MOTORcheckUP 2011

Germany show that BIZOL Green Oil has a low wear index 

ning that it has 

MAXIMUM PROTECTION in 

CITY TRAFFIC

When operating in 

(up to 20%). The protective layer 

of the motor oil breaks down increasing motor wear and the 

HOW BIZOL GREEN OIL PROTECTS YOUR 

MOTOR in CITY TRAFFIC

ENGINEERED in GERMANY 

to PROTECT MOTORS in 

STOP & GO TRAFFIC


